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 Genetic & epigenetic factors, ongoing trauma make for BAD 
chronicity

 Childhood, intergenerational trauma have long lasting effects
 Externalization vs. internalization emerging as key childhood 

style
 Jan Volavka (“Neurobiology of Violence” 2nd Ed, 2002
 Adrian Raine (“Anatomy of Violence” 2013)
 fMRI, QEEG, neuroendocrine, receptor investigations
 Low cholesterol, inflammation, BDNF,
 PTSD 40 year follow-up of Vietnam veterans (Marmar, NYU)

◦ Symptoms persist in 15%, new cases emerge
◦ Acute stress reactions are adaptive short term, deleterious long term
◦ Long stays in a war zone have long term stress effects despite lack of 

PTSD experiences



 Personal goals

 More frequent, 17 so 
far this year

 Guns

 Often known to be 
troubled

 Screening/care urged

 Political/social goals
 Incidents decreasing, 

per
 Bombs
 Family/friends 

“surprised”
 Prevention: networks



 The Authoritarian Personality Adorno T, Frenkel-

Brunswik E, et al 1950, Harper

 The Paranoid Style in American Politics Hofstadter R, 
!965

 Similarities & Differences Between Left-Wing 
& Right-Wing Radicals McCloskey H, Chong D, Brit J Political 

Science 1985; 15(3): 329-363

◦ Authoritarianism
◦ Paranoia/Conspiracy theories
◦ Disdain for democratic practices
◦ Reliance on force
◦ Perceive society and institutions as degenerate
◦ Differences are on specific policies



 No other medical/caring specialty is so directly 
challenged

 Mental health is called upon for
◦ Prevention
◦ Diagnostic expertise
◦ Treatment , esp. rehabilitation

 Police work, including interrogation, is better left 
to the police

 Research and collaboration

 A Section on Terrorism is proposed for the World 
Psychiatric -Association – join via 
taintz01@nyumc.org



 Don’t consider the terrorist cause: 
Sympathies, antagonisms, justification 
(end/means) muddies the water

 Keep to the act itself
◦ What would in war be a crime

 START: political, economic, religious goal-
directed

 Intended to coerce, intimidate, or convey 
some other message to larger audience)



 Stress:  joblessness, war, poverty, injustice, 
discrimination, personal suffering, the 
sufferings of others, the sense that 
something is being lost or stolen away, etc., 
but also other factors that can contribute to 
community disorganization, such as wealth, 
or personal stress, such as being caught 
between categorical imperatives such as duty 
to family vs. duty to family.



 Poverty link weak

 Developed country terrorists above average 
intelligence

 Countries medium development

 Not state sponsored

 Terrorists not insane/irrational – some loners 
are

 Suicide terrorism not product of religion



 Lack of democracy

 Failed or weak states/weak corrupt

 Rapid modernization

 Extremist ideologies (political/religious

 Historical violence

 External actors

 Repression by foreign/colonial occupation

 Ethnic/religious discrimination



 Dissidents not integrated

 Experience of injustice

 Charismatic leadership 

 Specific events/conspiracy theory

 Cycles of revenge

 Functioning group

 Criminal activities to finance

 No exit (alternatives)



 Developed country studies (e.g., IRA by John Horgan): 
groups screen out recruits who seem unstable, likely 
to switch allegiances, betray the group, or not follow 
agreed-upon plans

 Recruitment was often gradual, not impulsive, 
sustained by personal development of radical ideas -
> violent extremism

 Recent studies show impulsivity -> quick action
 “Lone wolf” = more evident psychopathology, 

different pathways (involving Internet, not face-to-
face)

 General public attitudes in democracies: there’s 
something wrong with people who are out to produce 
terror rather than constructive political action



 Nationalist-Separatist: Carrying on the 
mission of their parents

 Social Revolutionary: Rebelling against their 
parents’ generation

 Religious Extremist: Killing in the name of 
God

 The Changing Face of Terrorism: Single issue

 HayeK: Crusaders, Criminals & Crazies

 Horgan: The Psycholoogy of Terrorism: 
normal



 Personal narrative, choosing not to join 
Muslim outsiders at Cambridge

 Pre 9/11 bombers

 Detailed psychological profiles of 9/11 and 
London transit bombers

 35 question, 10 minute screening to detect 
high risk individuals



 Factual descriptions of almost every American 
who chose to fight for al-Qaeda, ISIS, and 
related causes, e.g., Nidal Hasan (Fort Hood 
psychiatrist)

 Extensively documented and detailed, but few 
personal narratives

 Little psychological description or speculation



 Places the Tsarnaev brothers (2013 Boston 
marathon bombers) in full context
◦ Ethnic roots

◦ Family

◦ Dagestan

◦ Central Asia

◦ Coming to Boston

◦ Decisions moment-to-moment



 “Shows the stifling and abhorrent practices f 
the Islamic State are rooted in Islam itself”

 Slavery and sex with slaves

 Thorough discussion of the underpinnings of 
the Islamic State from many who have been 
persuaded by ancient texts

 No one interviewed actually fought for the 
Islamic State, but all argue the fighters are 
highly religious and devout practitioners



 Countering Violent Extremism and Radicalisation
that Lead to Terrorism

 Measuring Importance and Influence in Syrian 
Foreign Fighter Networks

 Criminal Pasts, Terrorist Futures: Eurpean
Jihadists and the New Crime-Terror Nexus

 Prisons and Terrorism: Radicalisation and De-
radicalization in 15 Countries

 Pain, Confusion, Anger, and Shame: The Stories 
of Islamic State Families

 War of Shadows: How Turkey’s Conflict with the 
PKK Shapes the Syrian Civil War and Iraqi 
Kurdistan



 Biomarker search – genotyping
 Sociocultural
◦ Social dysfunction
◦ Educational systems that don’t encourage questioning

 Familial factors
◦ Distant, authoritarian fathers
◦ Families gave them up
◦ Second generation in developed countries
◦ Didn’t choose to come where they find themselves –

perceived choice is not actual choice

 Psychological factors
◦ Intolerance of ambiguity
◦ Search for identity: meaning, significance, self-worth
◦ Stress response



 Facebook (Rendezbook, Tinder, Spotify, apps) 
 Russians created fake accounts, bought ads
 Twitter
 Youtube
 Reddit
 Alex Jones
 Other conspiracy theorists
 More hate crimes, violence
 Cambridge Analytica 280,000->50,000,000
 “Psychographic” Profiles for marketing
 Access to friends
 Spies, sex workers, blackmail, bribery, academics
 From the square, not the tower
 False news travels faster Science 359:1146-519 March 2018 “inject into the 

bloodstream of the internet and watch it spread”



 63% American voters believe in at least one

 Cynical about the world and politics, low self-
esteem, powerlessness, uncertainty Swami, 2010

 “Backfire effect” all new facts are incorporated

 Amygdala “jumpstarts the brain into 
analytical overdrive” Whalen P 2013

 Self-other distinctions in hippocampus Danjo

T et al. Science 339:213-224 12 January 2018

 Psychosis as a continuous phenotype in the 
general population World Psychiatry 15(2) June 2016



 a) overgeneralization: complaints about 
specific individuals are merged and individual 
opponents become the Enemy group; 

 b) dichotomous thinking in which groups are 
seen as all good or all bad; 

 c) tunnel vision in focusing everything on 
destruction of the target1



 Bandura: cognitive restructuring has to 
include morality. People with strong 
convictions generally are influenced by strong 
convictions. But most moralities are opposed 
to violence. All religions oppose killing other 
people. To justify violence, morals have to be 
disengaged, compartmentalized, and 
rationalized There are many variations on 
“the end justifies the means” - the greater 
good that will result from doing this one bad 
thing.



 Beyond people, some seek a relation with 
abstractions, not just God, but existentially. 
They develop ideas that give meaning to their 
lives, strong and sometimes extreme 
convictions. 

 rationalizing their morality or paying no 
attention to it, they can choose to act 
violently.



 Group provides

 Trust

 Respect

 Emotional and affiliative need satisfaction

 Excitement

 Purpose

 Status



25th October 2016

(Prepared for Prof. Zebulon Taintor)

SABAOON

CVE and PVE 



Deradicalization and Emancipation Center
◦ Located in Malakand, Swat

A Flagship project for CVE 

Initiated by the Pakistan Army in September 
2009.

Dr Feriha N Peracha, Director Sabaoon

Hum Pakistani Foundation : September 2009 – 15th May 2012

SWAaT for Pakistan : 16th May 2012 – present



Pakistan 

Army 
(Apprehend 

individuals and 

provide Security)

SWAaT for 

Pakistan

Corrective 

Religious 

Education

Psychosocial 

Intervention

Academics

(grade I – BA)

Sports and 

Recreation

Vocational 

Training 

Courses

Guideline for Risk Assessment, Intervention and 
Reintegration (GRAIR)

Decision for Reintegration  & post Reintegration Monitoring



Assessment 

at Induction

•Intake Narrative

•Psychometric assessments

•Family narrative

•Community Visit (members, elders, peers, LC, etc)

Intervention

•Mainstream Education

•Vocational Training

•Corrective Religious Instruction

•Psychosocial Support and Intervention

•Recreation (sports, etc)

Reintegration

•Post Reintegration Monitoring

•Reinduction vs. Recidivism



HIERARCHY OF MILITANCY

Top 

Officials

Commanders

Active  Combat / 
Extortion

Duties at Checkposts / 
Informants

Arms and Weapons Training

Suicide Bombers

Menial Tasks/ Slaves
Level of 
Cognitive 
Functioning





• No schooling
• School dropouts
• Lack of critical thinking skills
• Large family size
• Lack of supervision by fathers/authority figures
• Low socio economic status
• Aggression
• Impulsivity
• Soft neuropathology/organicity



 Aggression & hostility

 Defensiveness/ Evasiveness

 Denial

 Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD)

 Depression & Anxiety

 Sleep problems (Insomnia, parasomnia, nightmares)

 Homosexual tendencies..(thereby strong bonds emerge)

 Low self esteem

 Feelings of guilt

 Conversion Disorder

 Dissociative Episodes

 Softneuropathology leading to EEG abnormalities 



 Joined for power and status/prestige

 Did not know the 1st Kalma and or its meaning.

 Did not know Urdu to discern whether the security personnel are 
Pakistani or Muslim

 Had family members who were involved (and some still are absconders). 

 Dropped out of school and had no goal direction (was loitering around 
the community when he was recruited)

 Convinced at the madrassa to “join the fight” for Jihad.

 He joined to redeem himself for the “wrong” he had previously done

 Monetary gain..to family and to himself?



 This individual gives an indication of the vulnerability 
in individuals who lack intelligence (low cognitive 
functioning / lacking critical thinking & logical 
reasoning). His family works in bonded labor in a 
brick kiln and he was handed over to a militant group 
as the family was unable to pay off the loan. He was 
trained as a suicide bomber and was being sent to 
conduct a SB mission when he was apprehended. His 
narrative suggests that he still is unable to assess 
why he was a part of this mission and what he/his 
family would have gained from this act. His final 
statement (at the end) provides this clarity (of his low 
cognitive functioning) and the kind of intervention 
that is required. 

 Cognitive ability: Borderline or lower. IC low



Unsupervised siblings Lack of space/storage

One Room House Broken roof



Father and son…This gives 
an idea of level of poverty 
and the difference we can 
make to encourage these 
boys to change their familial 
circumstances



 Defensive. Wanting to be in denial about his own 
involvement. He has previously admitted to far 
more details, but presently is not willing to 
accept what he has previously confessed. His 
narrative is to help understand the changing 
perspectives/stance that the inductee takes on as 
part of the process of deradicalization and 
rehabilitation at the center. This makes our 
assessment and intervention difficult.



 Cognitive ability average.  Ran away from school 
at age 10. IC low



 These children are not dangerous in themselves, 
but they can be made to behave in very dangerous 
ways

 Why?

 Their lack of critical thinking is evident in the 
statements they made to justify being involved in TTP:

◦ All security forces (Army, Police and FC) seen as 
nonbelievers/Kafirs/murtids/infidels

◦ Pak army is actually  US Army who hired Indian soldiers

◦ It is written in the Quran that Jihad against the 
infidels/kafirs/Americans is obligatory



Improvement on the test scores is apparent, given the comparative graph above.



 Was involved in militancy for approx. 2 years. He 
surrendered himself at an Imaam Bargah (Shia) in DI 
Khan, where he had been sent for a Suicide Bombing 
mission. He remained at Sabaoon for approximately 2 
years and since has been reintegrated to the 
Montoring Centre, as his community is still not safe 
(for him particularly) and lacks educational and work 
opportunities. His narrative gives an indication of the 
kind of hypocrisy in the militant groups, as well as 
the varying perspectives in the subsequent groups he 
was handed over to.



 Cognitive ability : Slightly above average.  IC low to 
medium



 Very high risk. Recently inducted and has been facilitating 
the capture of other militants by revealing information 
about locations, etc. He is an individual who has the 
tendency to rise to the commander level, and we feel he 
has the ideological compulsion to do so. Leadership 
qualities are also evident in his stance of preaching and 
quoting texts from the Holy Quran (in or out of context). 
This suggests the kind of serious beliefs/narratives we 
have to counter as part of the deradicalization and 
rehabilitation process. Most significantly, it gives an 
indication of his high cognitive level (in terms of 
intelligence), which at times creates difficulty in countering 
his perspective, as he holds on to it rigidly. 



 Cognitive ability exceptionally high, dropped out of 
classes as he was not challenged in school. IC low
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Officials

Commanders

Active  Combat / Extortion

Duties at Checkposts / Informants

Arms and Weapons Training

Suicide Bombers

Menial Tasks/ Slaves
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47

180

Sabaoon Population to date

Inducted

Reintegrated

Reintegrated 
over 8 years in 
9 batches



49

43
14

8

28

30

8

No. of RI : 180 Academic

Work (local)

Awaiting admission

Seeking employment

Discontinued Monitoring

cases

Abroad

Vocational Training Course



 Five (5) Boys GHSS schools
 Provision of IT Laboratories (10 computers per school)
 Provision of Libraries (1 per school)
 Provision of teacher-training workshops (one per quarter) to improve 

critical thinking through lesson plans and activities within the classrooms
 Provision of Learning Enhancement Fund (LEF) per school (Rs. 10,000/- per 

month)
 Introduction of study clubs, debating, literature festivals, etc.

 Initiated in Summer of 2011
 We have managed to improve:
 Enrollment of students
 Attendance of teachers and students
 Achievement index of students
 Critical thinking (12.07%) of students

 We have managed to prevent school drop outs in the last 2 years and 
enrollment rates have also improved to the extent that additional support 
from the Govt is being sought to build additional classrooms.



 Success from the 5 boys schools led to 
initiating support for two girls schools
 Similar format
 Initiated from May 2013
 Similar results yielded

 In addition, we are embarking on a 
research based project with Dr Sara 
Savage (Cambridge University) to 
inculcate Integrative Complexity (IC) 
thinking in the student population
 This is to facilitate conflict resolution skills 

through an enhanced understanding of 
common values underlying a variety of 
groups (ethnic, cultural, racial, etc)



This is evident from the 4 narratives that at the time of induction 
all 
4 lacked the following:

• Critical Thinking  
• Social Intelligence 
• Empathy 

Transformational education is needed. 

IC (Integrative Complexity) is a method of transformational 
learning that promotes critical thinking based on broad 
values and empathy for self and other. 



 Norton RW: “tendency to perceive or 
interpret information marked by 
vague, incomplete, fragmented, 
multiple, probable, unstructured, 
uncertain, inconsistent, contrary, 
contradictory, or unclear meanings 
as actual or potential sources of 
psychological discomfort or threat.”



 Described in “The Authoritarian Personality”

 Characteristic of successful leadership

 Wilkinson D: The Ambiguity Advantage: What 
Great Leaders Are Great At. London: Palgrave 
Macmillan, 2006.

 Foxes vs. Hedgehogs (Berlin)

 Now being taught

 Variant: Cultural Complexity (Sarah Savage)



education method promotes:

• Higher logical reasoning scaffolded by empathy and broad 
values, with a track record in UK schools showing IC gains

• Action learning to experience perspective taking, engaging 
with difference in ways that promote social cohesion and 
mutual respect

• Leading to measurable cognitive change (IC coded)

• Learned skills to resolve conflict rather than being stuck in 
binary, black-and-white, polarised differences

• Ability to ‘see through’ manipulation strategies of extremists 

• Citizenship values: The ability to live well with those who are 
different to ourselves.      (Sara 
Savage 2013)





 Integrative Complexity (IC):
◦ The extent to which an individual demonstrates two or more value 

poles when they consider events and issues. 

◦ The first aspect is of “differentiation” and relates to the capacity of 
individuals to adopt and to apply a variety of perspectives and 
dimensions to appreciate an issue. 

◦ The second aspect, “integration”, refers to the capacity of 
individuals to recognize links and connections – to see the Big 
Picture and make sense of differences so that they become 
‘understandable’. 

◦ Hence, when integrative complexity is low, individuals tend to 
form simple and rigid attitudes and perceptions (Suedfeld, 
Tetlock, & Streufert, 1992).
(Black and white Binary thinking)



 Education itself is not enough to CVE or PVE.

 Teaching methodology needs to inculcate ways of 

developing critical thinking while emphasizing 

social intelligence & empathy in order to create 

a tolerant generation.

 Enhancing IC by taking on opposing action-based 

perspectives to a “hot topic” or a source of 

conflict, and understanding the underpinning 

common values.

 Discussion on and promotion of diversity will 

lead to tolerant, humanistic values, by 

appreciating the differences to be contributing 

to a greater whole.



Canada (Gurski/Collins): Islam, 

 Spain (Guinea): Basques, Islam

Colombia (Fergusson): FARC

USA (Taintor): White supremacists

 Pakistan (Peracha): Islam, sectarianism

United Kingdom(Savage/Javid): Islam, 

Integrative




